
Welcome
to the table.

Here, your uniqueness is everyone’s kink. 

Play in your own style and pace. Embrace uncertainty, paradox, complexity. Learn. 
Unlearn. 

Let’s get messy and laugh about it, together.

# SERVING SUGGESTION

Don’t FOMO on experience. 

Put just as much on your plate as you need and want to. 
Right now. For now.

Until you want more. Or not. Trust that tummy.

# BITE OFF WHAT YOU CAN CHEW

We Feast is what you make it. 

We set the table, and provide you with ingredients, but what you cook 
and how you serve is up to you.

Take ownership of your experience. Feel your needs, express your 
wants & not-wants.

# HAVE YOUR CAKE AND EAT IT, TOO

Your yum is someone else’s yuck and vice versa. 

Warts, fears, extra baggage. Vanilla, tabasco, tofu. All colours of the 
rainbow. Our taste buds respond to authenticity.

The only slut here is time. It fries too fast. 

# DONT JUDGE WHATS ON 
     THE OTHERS PLATE

Never urge, coerce, or dare anyone.

If rejection happens, breathe in, breathe out, be with it. Let it slip. 

Come to give and receive, not demand and defer.

# NO EGGING ON

Not taking ourselves too seriously doesn’t mean safety is a joke to us. 

Know your STD status before feasting. Share it before playing. 

Take responsibility for yourself and others, without (self-) shaming. 

# DONT PUT HEALTH AT STEAK

Spilled milk stinks. 

If you get a weird funky feeling about something, don’t 
keep it to yourself.

Let the team know: it’s the only way we can wipe it and 
make safety less slippery. 

# CRY OUT OVER SPILLED MILK

Don’t take any masterchef’s words for it. Nobody has the ultimate recipe for life, 
love, or the perfect carbonara.  

We’re all just pickles in a jar. So let’s jam, rub, and marinate our minds without 
artificial sweeteners.

Pick what serves you. Make your own omelette. 

# CHICKEN OR EGG?

The space is drug-free. Which means bathrooms are for 
getting stuff out, not in.

If you need to relax or get more pumped, ask the team  
to show you some good memes.

Let’s get high on our endorphins and [insert your favourite 
feel-good hormone]. 

# AL-CHEMICAL ECSTASY

What happens at We Feast stays at We Feast.

Never disclose any feaster’s identity, secrets,  
or food allergies without consent.

Feasters are only allowed to take mental pictures. 
If you need to digitally spy on the outer world, 
make it as discreet as a midnight snack. 

# DONT SPILL THE BEANS

BON APPÉTIT, YOUR EGGCELLENCY


